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The Overstreet Guide to Collecting Movie Posters - Robert M. Overstreet 2015-11-10
Collectors have trusted the Overstreet name for 45 years, and now Gemstone Publishing's new "How To"
series expands further with a trip to the cinema in The Overstreet Guide To Collecting Movie Posters. From
beginner steps in purchasing, displaying, storing and grading your movie posters, to advanced insight in
how to collect by stars, directors, series and genre, and from identifying different standard types of movie
posters to evaluating the stars and film properties with long term mass appeal, the guide book also
spotlights great poster artists from Drew Struzan and Jack Davis to Saul Bass and Robert McGinnis.
Famous First Edition: New Fun #1 C-63 - Various 2020-04-14
In celebration of its 85th anniversary, DC Comics reprints for the very first time its first-ever published
comic book, New Fun #1, the comic that transformed the fledgling industry by being the first ongoing title
made up of new stories instead of reprints of newspaper comic strips. First published in 1935, this
landmark comic book carried a diverse set of original content features cowboys, spies, detectives, funny
animals, space explorers, soldiers of fortune and more, including features that were written by Major
Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson, the founder of the company that would become DC Comics. This tabloid-size,
black-and-white comic is reprinted as a commemorative hardcover and will include essays by comics
historian Roy Thomas and Nicky Wheeler-Nicholson, grand-daughter of Major Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson,
and more. Collects New Fun #1.
MAD Magazine (2018-) #1 - Various 2018-04-18
In our first issue since #550, we serve up a fresh helping of funny for spring! Don’t miss it!
The Overstreet Guide to Grading Comics - Robert M Overstreet 2021-04-20
Since 1970, the name "Overstreet" has symbolized a vast knowledge of American comic books. While The
Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide helps you learn about comic values, this book teaches you the
importance of condition (a factor that is often the key to real collectability) and how to grade accurately.
The Overstreet Guide To Grading Comics includes the 10-point grading system, as well as exhaustive
descriptions of Primary and Split Grades. It spotlights each grade with more than 200 full-color images in
all, as well as articles on storage, preservation, and restoration, a look at the independent, third-party
grading companies, and much more! Available for the first time ever in a hardcover edition!
Transformers - Simon Furman 2003-06
This is the epic tale of Optimus Prime's first days at the forefront of the Autobot/Decepticon civil war on
Cybertron. It's the untold story of The Transformers as they were, before they came to Earth. Also features
a complete cover gallery, sketches, and additional bonus material!
Action Comics (1938-2011) #4 - Jerry Siegel 2016-12-15
Dressed as a collegiate football player, Superman uncovers a dirty plot his rivals are using to cheat. This is
a Superman-only issue.
The Overstreet Guide to Collecting Horror - Amanda Sheriff 2017-10-03
From movie posters to comic books, from toys to video games and beyond, The Overstreet Guide to
Collecting Horror covers everything horrific and collectible. With feature interviews with creators and
collectors, it's packed with information and is a must-have for anyone looking to expand their knowledge,
their insight or their collection. It's the latest in the "How-To" series from the team behind The Overstreet
Comic Book Price Guide.
the-overstreet-guide-to-grading-comics-2016-edition

Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide to Lost Universes - Robert M. Overstreet 2021-11-23
The highly collectible world of lost universes gets a brand-new specially focused edition of The Overstreet
Comic Book Price Guide that also serves as a Photo-Journal of all the books listed. From in-depth looks at
the original Milestone and Valiant to Tower's T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents and Charlton's superheroes, and from
Topp's Kirbyverse and the MLJ/Archie heroes to Malibu's Ultraverse and Marvel's New Universe, this fullcolor book dives deep into Atlas-Seaboard, Comics Greatest World, Continuity, Defiant, Future Comics,
Triumphant and more. Not only is packed with images and prices, but it also includes creator and collector
interviews and insights.
Batman - Michael Uslan 2003
A seventy-five year old plan to terrorize Gotham City... 26 of the world's greatest detectives, before him...
It's 1939... and Bruce Wayne, Detective #27, must confront a horror worse than witnessing his parents'
murder... To save the day, Bruce Wayne must seize the night Carpe Nox Ages 12+.
Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide #51 - Robert M. Overstreet 2021-08-03
As The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide kicks off its sixth decade, the Bible of serious comic book
collectors, dealers and historians returns with its 51st edition. In addition to the latest prices, the Guide will
feature an extensive array of market reports that break down the marketplace's incredible boom during
COVID-19! We take a look at Dick Tracy's 90th anniversary, how disabilities have been portrayed in comics,
the latest inductees for The Overstreet Hall of Fame, and more. Static/Hardware cover by Denys Cowan &
Bill Sienkiewicz.
Suspense Comics 3 - Israel Escamilla 2017-05-08
You can enjoy again - or for the first time - The comic reprints from Escamilla Comics are reproduced from
actual classic comics, and sometimes reflect the imperfection of books that are decades old. These books
are constantly updated with the best version available
Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide - Robert M. Overstreet 2018-07
"Comics from the 1500s-present included, fully illustrated catalogue & evaluation guide" -- Title page.
Comic Bks Overs 18 - Robert M. Overstreet 1988-04
Written by the ultimate authority on comic book values, this expanded and updated guide lists over 80,000
prices for all mainstream comic books published in America--from 1901 to the present day. Includes photos,
a listing of comic book shops, marketing tips and publication dates. Illustrated. (Antiques/Collectibles)
Batman (2011- ) #8 - Scott Snyder
Broken and beaten, Bruce Wayne has retreated from Gotham City--the city of Owls--to Wayne Manor. But
no place is safe, because the Court is about to strike at the heart of city, and nothing will ever be the same.
Plus: a backup tale exploring the origins of the mysterious Court of Owls!
Invincible Iron Man Vol. 1 - Brian Michael Bendis 2016-04-06
Exploding out of the pages of SECRET WARS, one of the most popular super heroes in the world gets a
gigantic new collection. From the creators that brought you ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN comes new armor,
new supporting cast, new villains and a new purpose that is going to tear itself across the entire Marvel
Universe and beyond. With a shocker of a twist that will have everyone talking and the return of one of
Tony's biggest nemeses, you will not want to miss this!! Also, who are Tony's biological parents? The quest
begins here!ÿCollecting: Invincible Iron Man (2015) #1-5.
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point grading system and offering close-up photographs of comic books of every grade and condition.
First X-Men - 2013-02-26
X-Men legend Neal Adams returns to Marvel's mutants, to reveal the secret history of the X-Men...BEFORE
Xavier's team! What terrifying threat led the solitary secret agent nicknamed Wolverine to form a mutant
strike force, decades in the past? As the government solidifies its plan for the new subspecies known as
mutants, Wolverine and his ally Sabretooth recruit a certain Master of Magnetism and Prince of Atlantis to
their cause. And as the terrifying new villain Virus attacks Wolverine's ragtag team, the curtain is pulled
back on the beginning of the Sentinel program! Be here for the event that rewrites everything you know
about the X-Men's past! COLLECTING: First X-Men 1-5
The Official Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide Companion - Robert M. Overstreet 1991-01-02
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling them
The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide Volume 46 - Robert M Overstreet 2016-08-02
"Comics from the 1500s-present included, fully illustrated catalogue & evaluation guide."
Turok, Son of Stone - Gaylord Du Bois 2009
Earth's prehistoric past flourishes in a lost valley where two young Native Americans, Turok and Andar,
have become trapped. While they struggle to survive among the honkers (dinosaurs) and prehistoric human
residents, they hold on to the hope that one day they will discover a way out of the valley and be reunited
with their tribe. * In early 2008, a seventy-minute animated DVD titled Turok, Son of Stone was released by
Classic Media. * This volume collects Turok: Son of Stone #7-#12.
HCA Comics and Original Comic Art Auction Catalog #829 - Jim Steele 2008-06

Heritage Comics Auctions, Dallas Signature Auction Catalog #819 - Ivy Press 2005-12
The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide Volume 50 - Spider-Man/Spawn - Robert M. Overstreet 2020-07-21
The Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians marks its Golden Anniversary with The
Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide #50, complete with new prices, new feature articles, new additions to
the Overstreet Hall of Fame, new market reports and more. Find out why the Guide has been trusted for
five decades! Spawn/Spider-Man crossover cover by acclaimed artist Todd McFarlane, recently recognized
bythe Guinness Book of World Records!
The Overstreet Guide to Grading Comics 2016 - Robert M Overstreet 2016-10-11
Newly updated, The Overstreet Guide To Grading Comics includes the 10-point grading system, as well as
exhaustive descriptions of Primary and Split Grades, examples of each grade with more than 200 full-color
images in all, articles on storage, preservation, and restoration, a look at the independent, third-party
grading companies, and much more! Since 1970, the name "Overstreet" has symbolized a vast knowledge
of American comic books. While The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide helps you learn about comic
values, this third book in our new How To line teaches you the importance of condition (a factor that is
often the key to real collectability) and how to grade accurately."
Empirical Comics Research - Alexander Dunst 2018-07-03
This edited volume brings together work in the field of empirical comics research. Drawing on computer
and cognitive science, psychology and art history, linguistics and literary studies, each chapter presents
innovative methods and establishes the practical and theoretical motivations for the quantitative study of
comics, manga, and graphic novels. Individual chapters focus on corpus studies, the potential of
crowdsourcing for comics research, annotation and narrative analysis, cognitive processing and reception
studies. This volume opens up new perspectives for the study of visual narrative, making it a key reference
for anyone interested in the scientific study of art and literature as well as the digital humanities.
Marvel Value Stamps - Marvel Marvel Entertainment 2020-09-08
The story of the most inspired comic book promotional campaign of all time, collected here for the first time
In 1974, Marvel Comics publisher Stan Lee devised an ingenious promotional campaign--Marvel Value
Stamps, which appeared on the letters pages of their monthly comics. Readers could cut out all 100 of
these super hero and super villain stamps and place them in a special mail-order booklet. Once complete,
these stamp books could then be redeemed for special discounts and exclusive merchandise. The program
was so successful, a second set was released in 1975. And now, for the first time, these original stamp
books, stamps, and all of the surrounding ephemera and source material are collected into one must-have
volume for collectors and fans, along with text from Marvel Comics historian Roy Thomas.
The Forensic Comicologist - Jamie Newbold 2018-06-13
A childhood comic book fan turned comic book retailer, the author soon discovered the prevalence of scams
in the world of comics collecting. This book is his tutorial on how to collect wisely and reduce risks.
Drawing on skills learned from twenty years with the San Diego Police Department and as a Comic-Con
attendee since 1972, he covers in detail the history and culture of collecting comic books and describes the
pitfalls, including common deceptions of grading and pricing, as well as theft, and mail and insurance
fraud.
#811 Heritage Comics Auctions, Dallas Auction Catalog - Ivy Press 2004-05

Invincible Iron Man Vol. 2 - 2017-05-02
Something is rotten in the house of Stark, and Tony must delve into the nooks and crannies of his
international organization to find out what. War Machine and Iron Man team up to stop a brand-new
technological threat - with a little help from a friendly neighborhood Spider-Man! Tony and Rhodey may be
best buds on and off the battlefield, but their relationship is tested like never before as new power players
reveal themselves in a bloody and dangerous fashion! And, as tragedy sets the Marvel Universe on the road
to Civil War II, Tony will face an emotional confrontation with some of his closest and dearest friends!
COLLECTING: INVINCIBLE IRON MAN 6-11
Tom Landry and the Dallas Cowboys - Billy Zeoli 1973
Overstreet @ 50: Five Decades of the Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide - Robert M. Overstreet
2020-06-02
The 50-year history of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is documented and celebrated in this lush
history of book collectors and dealers alike have called "The Bible" of the comic book industry. Veteran
collectors, historians, dealers, and Bob Overstreet himself detail the story of the Guide's early days and its
importance to the vibrant comic book market that exists today. Includes vintage concept art, ad materials, a
cover gallery spanning five decades, the complete Overstreet Hall of Fame, and more.
The Overstreet Price Guide to Batman - Robert M. Overstreet 2019-11-12
The Caped Crusader. The Dark Knight Detective. Batman. Over eight decades what began as a simple
comic book concept in the pages of Detective Comics #27 has grown into an iconic cultural institution. In
addition to mainstays such as Detective, Batman, Brave and the Bold, Legends of the Dark Knight, Shadow
of the Bat, and Batman and the Outsiders, his adventures have launched scores of one-shots, mini-series,
and graphic novels. They've also spawned a hit TV show, multiple cartoon interpretations, feature films,
video games and more. The team behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide brings you a detailed
looking at the collectibles, Batman's key adventures, and the creators behind them.
Daredevil - Frank Miller 2014-12-24
Collects Daredevil: The Man Without Fear #1-5
Comic Book CPR - Gregory Defoor 2019-06-24
The free online guide written by KaptainMyke has been released for the first time in print! Learn the
hidden underground secrets of cleaning and pressing comic books. This book contains all of the vast

Comic Book Pressing and Cleaning - Jacob Gadbois 2019-03-08
Learn how to press and clean comic books professionally or for yourself! This how-to guide will show you
the long-kept secrets of the pros, and guide you through the easy process step by step. Also included is a
special chapter on washing, a method that is gaining traction as an unrestorative technique that can
remove stains, tanning, foxing, and other defects long thought to be impossible without restoration! These
techniques can also be used on collectible Baseball cards, Magic, Pokémon Cards, and old documents and
artifacts.
The Official Overstreet Comic Book Grading Guide - Robert M. Overstreet 2003
Offers collectors detailed guidelines on how to grade the conditions of comic books, explaining a new tenthe-overstreet-guide-to-grading-comics-2016-edition
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information covered online at www.kaptainmyke.com and includes all new, never before seen material.
Properly photograph and handle comic books to prevent damage. Obtain the highest grades possible when
submitting to grading companies. Learn how to prescreen and inspect comic books with precision. Know
the difference between pressable and unpressable defects. Learn about restoration detection and how you
can avoid potential risks. Become informed on the dangers of bad pressing and what you can do to prevent
damage to comic books. The cleaning and stain removal tips inside will provide extra value to your books.
This book is filled with full color pages that include tips and real world examples for your review. Fix your
mistakes and prevent future potential mistakes as you practice. Utilize and follow guidance from formula
pages based off year and type of paperstock. Inspection forms, a flow chart and pressing matrix diagram
are included as brand new content to guide you along every step of the learning process. All pages are color
coded and easy to understand for anyone who has never attempted cleaning or pressing comic books.
Suppose you could tell if a graded comic book has been cleaned and pressed - without ever having to open
it? What if there were grading notes that could immediately give you clues for pressing potential? This book
covers all of that and more! Everything included inside this book guarantees a clean blue universal graded
label using no restoration techniques or tricks. You are guaranteed to improve the condition and grade of

the-overstreet-guide-to-grading-comics-2016-edition

any comic book using the procedures outlined in this guide. If you collect comic books, this book is for you.
Gil Kane's The Amazing Spider-Man! - Gil Kane 2012
Action Comics (1938-2011) #3 - Jerry Siegel 2016-12-15
Superman investigates a possible conspiracy behind a mine collapse that may be deeper than the mine
itself. This is a Superman-only issue.
Comic Book Price Guide - Robert M. Overstreet 1985-01-01
Batman Adventures (1992) #12 - Dan Slott
Harley Quinn makes her very first appearance in a comic book after her iconic TV debut, and the world
would never be the same! Barbara Gordon is attending a costume party and decides to go dressed as none
other than her hero and secret identity – Batgirl!
Action Comics (1938-2011) #2 - Jerry Siegel 2016-12-08
After investigating Alex Greer, Superman finds those responsible for instigating war in Europe. This is a
Superman-only issue.
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